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Good Friday Morning,

May the Spirit of the Gospel and the Holy Word be Always in our

Minds, on our Tongues, and in our Hearts.

All Saints - Pray for us!

Index Number 1532:

—

[Wow – I found a huge number of 'Community Strikes' and now censored

posts on Facebook – and it looks like more coming.

.. I suppose the evil-Zionist Witches have changed their Demonic-Forming

AI again .. so what was fine yesterday is suddenly 'Bad' and .. soon only Cat

Videos and such that is active in support of Satan and Her minions will be

soon.

I included only a few in the Images below – I hope to start a special section

on my DropBox, a folder where the Censored Post's PDFs are collected

(PDFs because you can still use the hyperlinks (URLs).)
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They continue showing-up .. interesting day and time - what a distraction, if

I let it be!

Read on to get a sense of what will be soon censored., ..]

This morning I barely got to position myself and begin before an

entire line or Reasoning started to take shape, and I can only hope

I can recreate it well enough to convey to you – at least some part,

and I Ask the Holy Ghost to assist.

A small part equated the Fall in the Garden with King David's

causing the premature Collapse of the Quantum Reality (the taking

of the Census for fighting men for upcoming battle) that was to form

Israel into an Empire to dominate the world, to surpass what Rome

was to become.

That God was in the process of bringing forth from the Ferment not

only all the men of great Virtue – each willing to Stand with David

against and number of times their army size, but the families and in

those families the history of excellence – the fathers and

grandfathers and mothers and wives – that would produce such,

and the call to arms would have seemed to reach – on later

reflection and analysis – to extend far far beyond their know

boarders into regions that would in this light automatically become

Israel. And as such, would lay the foundation of an Empire – and as

they Trusted God every opponent they can against would repeat

the process – that it was in Opposition against the unFaithful

Rational Nations – all limited and never able to have God Call Forth

the Extra (numbers, quality, Virtue, ..) that would have constantly

Quickened Israel to cover all the world.

That the Sin in the Garden was a form of this – that until they

Choose to Render God's Will and prematurely Collapse the

Potential of this Holy Incubation (causing premature birth and an

arrest of the path to Fullness) that the choices Adam and Eve

would make would have only added in that timeless seeming place

of wonder and magic – where only desiring something produced it

and they 'talked' – likely shared thoughts with total intimacy – that

talked deeply with each other and the animals as a symbolic whole

– One Body.

.. The Fetus of the Holy Form they were to become.

But the Sin – the only one that Holy Mattered – Disobeying God's

Command and so bringing forth (and Arresting what might have

been) by 'measuring' themselves in terms of 'Good and Evil' and so

Locking themselves down, and so ending the Holy Quickening

Stage at a much earlier stage then was intended, in part – I

speculate – because they where then able to constantly know (and

so interfere) with all the future changes God was to do to them.

—

Back when I was suggesting the Overlapping Wave aspect – that

our Realities and all the different forms of Worship that formed in

the different cultures – each – represented the deGeneration of a

Multiverse set of Paths where the connected links of Mary and then



Jesus forming in a Sin Failed Israel – and His message to be

sightly altered to Link to the Dominating Empire (Rome-like) that

had power over Israel.

.. I am using Israel to mean the Land Given to a Spiritual Decedent

of Moses, the Decedent Abraham (First to Clearly Hear God

regularly and Trust and have Faith enough to Sacrifice his son, and

then Form the bases of Religion which would help at least the Rare

Prophet with similar abilities – giving a Frame-work and Perspective

to seek and react correctly to God's Direct communication, and they

Decedents of Noah (the first to Hear, have Faith, and make a

significant Effort to obey God.)

And suggesting that this formed a Template of possible repeated

occurrences in different locations around the world – that perhaps

our world is as large as it is because the number of different regions

was the number of times God had Repeated this Process – China,

India, Egypt, .., Aztecs, Mayan, ...

I am suggesting that such occurred in other locations on the

Multiverse and what was found when Christian exploration and

Spreading The Word found and in many-ways reflects the religion

now – are partial Israels, Still Birthed in the Formation, or that were

successful yet God was expanding the World – as He would have

done to Israels boundaries but for King David's Sin and the

Collapse of the Quantum Potential.

The basic premise this leads to in Sprite of Vatican II is that each of

these have remaining perhaps something which would help

Complete the Formation of our Church Militant – the further 'parts'

that were not completed (or were Bent to be Spread using Rome)

So to make The Church Militant more Fully Reflect Her True Form –

Jesus Christ's Holy Church (The Church in Triumphant ), ..

.. and in the True Spirit of Jesuits – before Satan targeted them – is

that this Wider Understanding not only will help Complete the

Formation of our Church but allow the means of Service,

Stewardship, and Sacrifice for those throughout the world – Serving

God, Church, Man, Nation, Self (and Neighbors), and Creation.

[Simple fact – no real Jesuit seeks power. It is in Serving that the Real

Power for Good is realized.

Those who seek power are under disguise, and so are no longer Serving

Truth, Order, Justice, .. no longer Serving God]

—

And so it might be of interest that part of this was left-over from

when I was feeling that Israel was never suppose to be a subject of

Rome, that Israel should have made the earlier version of Rome

Her subject, along with all across the world – and that somehow the

disobedience and sin - as seen in the rejection of Jesus as Lord,

Savior, and Redeemer in the Branch that followed King David's

path of counting and measuring – the Male-Evil that must be

Lacking (and generally is in women) that allows Quickening to



Fullness, the counting, book-keeping, saving and loving bits of

power and such, which many have expressed in worship of money,

and still others more Fully Realized the Sin towards the Absolutes -

have collected & enslaved souls Burning in Hell.

.. such a tendency to Warp God's Laws – which as Given and

Developed through Prophets great and small – into a weapon to be

used against Him and his followers, and justification for Usury

enSlavement, and rejecting the Loving Neighbor as Self – because

how could you abuse your slaves, and torture others for sexual

pleasure, or murder in death camps and starvation, to gather and

shape laws to be used as a weapon and the Arm of Satan where

your own hands are never risked as they direct the leading of souls

into Hell through courts and puppet leaders, through Monsters such

as the legally protected & immune owned corpDragons with

Tentacles grasping and crushing nearly everyone, and interlinked

into a Horror that overwhelms all forms of Nation's power, and the

warping and twisting of womanhood to expand such evil as they

use, and so over-time have become .. the slimy Female-Evil nature

made real in a small part of the ultimately failed retirement of God's

People and their twisted evil converts, The feces of The Lion –

shaped by Satan.

I could go into the 'Mark of the Beast' as a counting and labeling

and following as an expansion of King David's Sin, and when there

no longer exists any Margin for God to Act from, to bring forth, then

all will be enslaved by Satan – their Master – and I expect that will

trigger the End-Times, because no further Good can be free to exist

and all that remains is needless continuous Suffers and Death

under their control for Profits of Horror and Evil, all us 'souless

goys' and those Jews that are not their family – even those that

imagine that they will get special treatment and have been okay

with the use and torture of the Others will find Their Death Camps –

under some disguised so the rotting bodies and crushed skulls can

be used to further enslave and spread horror, lies, evil, Hell on

earth.

—

Oh, well – I was going to go into my reflection of Man and Woman

and Woman's ability to Form babies and collect and Consolidate

into Souls requiring the Lack of the Male-Evil potential, the King

David unFaith and insistence to measure and count and plan and ..

make things Ordered – all very useful for the Scope within each

ours and our families' and societies' reach, for day-to-day, within

our 'Gardens' ..

.. but as one can imagine the Connection to the Infinite Quantum

Mind has been disturbed by my imperfection of not becoming

Entangled in the content, and although that does not feel to be so

much the care right now, the sadness and disgust of the horror

created and continuing to be created to so warp and limit the Holy,

destroying the Infinite Holy Wealth for the pock-change and

pleasure of the torture and power .. it is a larger version of what I

used to feel when a sensed the web of Witch-Whisper-Web of evil



directed towards me – unJust, Betrayal (after all were we not

working on same Team for Science!), and the constant repeated

Death of the Potential Goodness [for ALL] in so many Directions.

—

Perhaps these reports of Glances I managed to shape badly and so

so incomplete, and all the years of Horror the Lies and abuse

directed at me – and Billions world-wide – and the future being

tortured-to-death -betrayed as I clearly was in a much lesser sense

– by those who side with evil, to Coin us and themselves to Satan

and Her evil-Zionist Witches and Minions, follow the evil-

Programming and evil-Blind your children – for the Coin of they

unable to understand how slimy and manipulative – to Coin their

Rationality – crippling them to free yourself and 'womanhood' to do

Horrors unending .. so many ways so much of modern Western

Womanhood are like those Jews sent to Death Camps – many

were thought they were 'safe' because it was the ethnic & (now

twisted [after Temple Fell]) religion made them 'like family' when

they were to be Sacrificed to the Lie, to FalseWitness and EnSlave

the rest – as women have enslaved men in the Horror of their

coordinated continuous lies.

To not be so disgusted that – if I believed anyone could escape in

death – that might be an option – as too too many father and men

have when they get a glimpse of the Horror that raised them, or

they Married and had Children with, a pretty form over the Cold

twisted Dark Festering Heart of .. of one who considers you not

only 'The Other' but a enemy to be enslaved tortured and killed

along with your family – after watching them all destroyed before

you .. They as a Zionist. Murdering Thieving Fascist Horror under

the disguise of some one or something that is good, that cares for

us, that wants to work together, that pretends not to be the Satanic

Wolf by hiding and disguising themselves under another Name –

Nurse, Doctor, Teacher, .., or under an Institution – Media, Medical

System, banking, investment, or under a country – named for

something it is actively destroying – the Good name of Jesus

Christ's Holy Church – Israel.

.. while secretly Pouring Poison, Death, and Evil onto us and all we

love or could have loved.

Sadness is expected, and turning away from such horror – and that

is why few are raised with the Strength and Knowledge to Stand ..

from the crib by our care-givers though education and gov, and now

clearly the Church .. all weakening us in mind and soul – as so we

ignorant - retarded - unable to think – unwilling to suffer or work

hard acquiring – punished for any virtue, all of real value we had or

collected devalues and removed, ...

And the Cowardice to See parts of these things and hide back in

pretend ignorance, to avoid and even Attack those who do start to

notice or mention – because they will pull back the curtain not only

of the Witch that was your Mother, but the Horror of so many

everywhere .. the Terror once partially realized that when the Vale

drops, you will be mostly alone standing surrounded by Demonic



Horrors and some pushing others into the Fire – and you and other

can perhaps escape, but you will have to do things that you were

unJustly punished and told to think were wrong from childhood, and

other soul-crippling and weakening aspects.

May God bring you Holy Clarity and Strength to Save yourself

and at least those you love.

—

Well, this is going to be a long Post – I have a lot below.

May this be a Blessing to you and us all [and our Futures, and

our future Multiverse Pasts.]

—

Recall that all Popes since 1960 must be considered Suspect as

they suppress and refuse to release the 3rd Secrete Revealed by

Holy Mary, and very likely was a Warning about the Rotting

Leadership of the Church before the twisting of the Holy Ghost's

Vatican II Inspiration and Message into Death and Poison of The

Body of Christ – and how they and the evil-Zionists Witches that

direct them Sucking-off the Suffering and Rotting of the Dying

Church they are Murdering ..

So, keep that in mind when considering Anything coming from

Vatican and those near Speaking for those who's Master is Satan.,

..

-

“Pope Paul VI on New Mass as "Novelty and Nuisance" in his

own words - Dr. Taylor Marshall”

by Dr Taylor Marshall

https://youtu.be/N4c1XB74n8Q

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/ev9fy43765hlv8h

/Pope%20Paul%20VI%20on%20New%20Mass%20as%20Novelty%20and%20Nuisance%20in%20his%20own%20words%20-%20Dr.%20Taylor%20M

—

—
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The secrete (evil-Zionist Witch shaped) China – Vatican deal being

discussed, and the Rotting Evil Fruit is creating inJustice in many

ways., ..

-

“The World Over May 19, 2022 | VATICAN-CHINA: Robert Royal

with Raymond Arroyo”

by EWTN

https://youtu.be/3uzB8XusSIc

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/wkb64f7s0dqcqnj

/The%20World%20Over%20May%2019-%202022%20VATICAN-

CHINA%20Robert%20Royal%20with%20Raymond%20Arroyo.mp4

—

—

.. of course towards the middle they have to 'play with feces'

against Russian's Just war (if war can ever be Just) towards the

advance of Satan and this GreatSatan Empire murdering and evil-

Waring NATO, and Soros & other evil-Zionist Witch rulers families

destruction of all Goodness and Virtue.

Some good information after, lots of interesting current event

things.

—

What kind of Judge do you want? (reference to Colttaine's video in

last post)

.. Another virtueless soul-twisted slimy unJust twisted cnt

'Professional' unwilling to recuse them-self - or any of the millions of

decent men and possible fathers who could have been there

instead?

And many more short mentions on current events with a Catholic &

humanity focus., ..

-

“Catholic — Headlines — May 19, 2022”
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by Church Militant

https://youtu.be/73z19e_1L00

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/q97nvdn2vzm61zs/Catholic%20%E2

%80%94%20Headlines%20%E2%80%94%20May%2019%2C%202022.mp4

—

—

.. Burning someone to death for Blasphemy – likely an excuse for

being a decent student or some other factor .. and no reasonable

response from the authorities to prevent it again .. why not round of

all the children and nuke the area? – would that not be a terrible

Justice that shows as little Mercy as they showed in doing such,

and the horrible kind of parents and Witches that allow such and

twisted them?

(I do not suggest it except as an exercise – of course. Recall please

- God Demand Love and not Death, and for you and me – God

Demands Better! .. Always Better.)

.. A Society – regardless of what Religion, a Society Hollering to

God to Send Burning Sulfur and Cleanse the evil Cancer from this

Reality and into the Chaos and Horror they pushed here, perhaps?

Clearly the death of most if not all older women and mothers, or a

random tenth, a Decimation like the Romans did to soldiers to

punish – would not that be a Better response, do you not think ..

would that not be Mercy to such an evil place?

-

Who is in charge .. Who directs this Satanic Witch-Matriarchy?

“Archer Mid Rampage !!!”

by/under benderfuentes

https://youtu.be/UeBt26IHIzU

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/acoflhy3qyi47bg

/Archer%20Mid%20Rampage%20%21%21%21.mp4
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—

—

Some scary things going on – first report and how the WHO is

going to control our lives – enforced by all out local police and

major Institutions, FBI, etc.

Controlling our 'lock-down' ability to travel, Rights to so many

things. If you support such things – after serious consideration –

then we all better you gone from power over anyone, dead would

be Just and Safest for that kind of howling evil F-ing horror to

retarded or Satanic not to be killed on sight to protect everyone if

you had power over others., ..

-

“LIVE - Tucker Carlson tonight 5/19/2022 | Fox Breaking News

2022”

by/under Best Movies

https://youtu.be/6O09BEMO4rQ

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/zieyo707ifpnsqe

/LIVE%20-%20Tucker%20Carlson%20tonight%205192022%20Fox%20Breaking%20News%202022.mp4

—
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—

.. Head of WHO has history of hiding epidemic in his home country

to suppressing their killing the most of a disfavored group –

Genocide would be the term used if he was not an evil-Zionist

support Satanic-Tool, and this not a #CntHell where most post

menopause [Powerful] women are a Curse on Life, Truth, Hope,

Justice, .. and support this horror and the torturing to death of on

average 60 babies everyday in every State – near us all.

Why do I link the two topics in last paragraph?

.. Because the death by a Real Pandemic of all post menopause

Witches would make that kind of thing nearly impossible – along

with the source & active support of over 80% of all world evil.

—

Tucker's last (rhetorical question) is 'Where are the men to stop

this [insanity in the schools - and else where]?', ..

.. which I will answer; they were driven out by the evil-Zionist

international Witch-Matriarchy ruling families controlling every major

institutions and gov, including banking, investment, and FBI and

police – and any man that stayed and fought was destroyed – put

on a list and hit from any and every direction because those in

direct power over us each – housing, banking, medical, .. - all are

connected or themselves will be destroyed if they do not assist and-

or resist the targeting destruction of those on the Lists, and no

simpler way to get on those lists is to be against the evil soul-

murdering howling-horrors that has spread because women

actively support it, and the men who have not and resisted in

meaningful way are homeless, dead, jail, or in hospital or nursing

homes being tortured.

The simple fix would be as I wrote about - a Real pandemic where

most older post menopause women all die, and women who do not

Repent and enter menopause die, and we enjoy a much better

future where Love, Joy, Hope, Truth, Justice, Goodness' murder

and torture is Stopped, and starts to return without the Curse of

their very Breathing-evil.

—

Mind-controlling #FreedomToHear hating horrors from the gov have

been put on 'pause' (because such evil is never stopped until all the

people supporting it are gone – including all the older Witches

[women] in their families) and will soon return under the cover of

some contrived FalseFlag, or implemented quietly with only the

public information 'paused'., ..

-

“Some Good News!”

by Mark Dice

https://youtu.be/mEWqlYUciU4

https://www.bitchute.com/video/mEWqlYUciU4

https://www.youtube.com/c/markdice
https://www.youtube.com/c/markdice
https://youtu.be/mEWqlYUciU4
https://youtu.be/mEWqlYUciU4
https://www.bitchute.com/video/mEWqlYUciU4
https://www.bitchute.com/video/mEWqlYUciU4


DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/qtq6w3tk2tw5z4v

/Some%20Good%20News%21.mp4

—

—

Here are two tyrannical mind-twisting vile #FreedomToHear

interfering slimy cnts – who I happen to also like and otherwise

worth listening too (with care!) - yet they are discussing very

important issues .. the AI 'Capturing' our minds, reshaping not

unlike a Demonic Force – or could be one .. as the Facebook,

Twitter, Google, .. evil corpDragons are using it by punishing

anyone for not being even more evil then their AI to protect

themselves, and many other aspects.

—

She is wrong – I suppose I am a Descartes Dualist ..

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ren%C3%A9_Descartes#Mind%E2%80

%93Body_Dualism

Archived: https://archive.ph/y3Uao

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/itd3ga37lzfivd7/Ren%C3

%A9%20Descartes%20-%20Wikipedia.pdf

—

.. and argue it pretty clearly – perhaps if her VagFeelies can put up

to what she might call my 'Hate Speech' - her and other twisted
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brain-F-ing cnts like her could learn something .. they discuss that

AI twisting of people, yet want to do it themselves!

.. talk about rejecting Perspective and self-evaluation towards

Satanic Power.

Normally I present him as an example of someone with a sense of

wonder and someone to share and suggest to emulate, but when

he gets together with this twisted cnt, then they become an

example of the Horror of such mind-F-ers are, who would prevent

you and me from hearing the Voice of those these twisted-horrors

do not want you to hear.

Notice they use 'children' as an excuse .. to control adults. Instead

of putting the responsibility of the parents and suggesting that

perhaps unlimited web access for 6 years old is something we

should say is a bad idea – for the children and because Dominic

Forces and Her Female-Evil will use it as an excuse to Oppress us,

violate of Human Dignity, and murder our souls.

.. perhaps they would argue that we can not tell women that if they

have sex then they must carry the baby, so that those women

should be allowed to torture our babies to death instead.

She even uses the abuse of 'for the children' to control others –

even while doing it themselves!

And they are two willing to go with the clearly Fraudemic excuses –

granted for an example – but instead of using as a chance to .. well,

never mind – they likely too ignorant not to understand that the

Masts were actually Known by real professionals to be harmful and

no value for what the evil-Witches said was the reason, just the

CO2 levels we constantly exposed to being higher then OSHA

allows for workers on job, but yes – most of your retarded Witched

brain-damaged cnts are psychologically too damaged to even try to

understand .. twisted by those same Demonic AI s and Satanic

Minions 'in Authority' already.

Some great stuff – but then they use some of those aspects they

decry and warn us about! A good example of being 'too smart' –

being psychologically too damaged and pride-filled to see the

Obvious, like the man being beaten by the Cyclops in movie review

I recently posted .. while the regular guy – his partner was not

Blinded by all that 'education.'

.. But I am sure she and they pat themselves on the back for it.

I do not understand what Jonathan about twitter can not be

absolutely free speech because .. vomit .. something like someone

has to choose the hierarchy of value and the flood would be too

much .. vomit.

.. how about we decide for ourselves? That we are free to add and

remove people we follow? I am confused why he feels this is

somehow unmanageable – twitter was known to slimy remove

people you were following – not because those people were

banned, but a slimy way of censoring those channels ideas by

removing your 'watch list' 'follow list' of your subscribers .. that is the

kind of thing that #FreedomToHear interferers like these guys - after

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/freedomtohear?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZWeIK0UT5uc5kZBlKMO4wEoCo6WEB_zT6h02-9uHhmC7fxoPbGuwkP22QABIg-pg1s1w-pYvOYpEua28R_FVPEEQrtMbEduyIZbhingeF5DviEG86KbZo-zcMJq6W2DNQU&__tn__=*NK-R
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a short time their rotting souls become feted wrinkled turds – what

they support.

I have high-lighted her because I was so disgusted the first time he

interviewed – 'Hate Speech' excuse that time – the example

follows., ..

-

“Digital ID and Control | with Dr. Paula Boddington”

by Jonathan Pageau

https://youtu.be/a9VeKqd6szA

https://www.bitchute.com/video/a9VeKqd6szA (Guess)

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/g25aqesbgrnv7yd

/Digital%20ID%20and%20Control%20with%20Dr.%20Paula%20Boddington.mp4

—

—

.. And here is the before mention Post, February 19th, 2021,

Friday Morning, 'Index Number 694:', ..

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts/10225809629931741

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/vvckcxzr5k9x5c7

/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%20694

%20%2C%20February%2019th%2C%202021%2C%20Friday%20Morning.pdf

Facebook Multiverse Journal Index Number 694 , February 19th,

2021, Friday Morning

564KB ∙ PDF File

Read now

Read now
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—

[Quote-On]

On a distantly related topic ..

Before I started this Post I wanted to look into the women (Dr.

Paula Boddington) in video with The Symbolic World's Jonathan

talking about Artificial Intelligence and effects on Humanity, linked

and briefly discussed here ..

[February 18th, 2021, Thursday Noon Hour, 'Index Number 692:', .. ]

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts/10225804020351505

[ DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/jhuypv0ctx5div3

/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%20692

%20%2C%20February%2018th%2C%202021

%2C%20Thursday%20Noon%20Hour.pdf ]

Facebook Multiverse Journal Index Number 692 , February 18th,

2021, Thursday Noon Hour

1.09MB ∙ PDF File

Read now

Read now

I was excited and the beginning looked promising, but alas! .. 'Hate

Speech' occupied a large amount, and it would seem the Academic

Ethics Researcher and Professor is not unlike more brain-F-ed

functionally-evil women, deep down inside a Thinking Fascist

willing to interfere with all our #FreedomToHear to control our

Thoughts through manipulation, censoring, .. lies. Amoral horrors

that should never be near older children, and vulnerable adults.

What is it with womanhood – each deep down not unlike some evil-

crack-head syphilitic granny-in-law, that sits around our apartments,

screeching and pissing herself whenever you Say or Hear

something she doesn't like, and tries to cut your tongue out, your

ears off, in the middle of the night ...

[Quote-Off]

—

Indicators of Health – general and genomic (symmetry, good

proportions, ..) are sexy, and should not be suppressed at risk of

the horrors that twisted Modern Western women and mothers are

driving into their children – death, suffering, horror, .. at the Service

of their Vagina-god Satan Master, and Her Witch Minions., ..

-

“Is Jordan Peterson Fat Phobic? (THE SAAD TRUTH_1404)”

by Gad Saad

https://youtu.be/IvXq8ktOtIk
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DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/zy6top3bf00n02n

/Is%20Jordan%20Peterson%20Fat%20Phobic%20-THE%20SAAD%20TRUTH-

1404-.mp4

—

—

.. Referenced article, ..

“Jordan Peterson Widely Mocked After Calling Sexy Swimsuit

Cover ‘Authoritarian’”

by Dani Di Placido, 17 May 2022

https://www.forbes.com/sites/danidiplacido/2022/05/17/jordan-peterson-widely-

mocked-after-calling-sexy-swimsuit-cover-authoritarian

Archived: https://archive.ph/wip/SpOQw

—

—

I discuss this situation after the video .. when I first hear of it I spent

a while considering how ugly is the side – the clearly Satanic Side –

we all forced into .. where are Taxes and enslavement and

inHuman evil directed at us for generations, .. put us. Where any

reasonable person would consider the box of 1000 rounds of 9 mm

for hand gun would go a long way for clearing the evil and their vile

mothers and older women in their families within 30 minute driving

distance – as Wrong as that would be – while they bleed our lives

and those of all we love or could love any, murder our Joy and turn

our efforts into Horror .. but I will continue after the quick summary

of the particular situation which reminded me of the thousands

within all our states that Gone would be a good Start., ..

-

“Ukraine: Life sentence requested for Russian soldier in Kyiv

war crimes trial • FRANCE 24 English”

by FRANCE 24 English

https://youtu.be/DgEeyqtvsX8

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/e1s83rmnlm6djko

/Ukraine%20Life%20sentence%20requested%20for%20Russian%20soldier%20in%20Kyiv%20war%20crimes%20trial

%20%E2%80%A2%20FRANCE%2024%20English.mp4
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—

I recall thinking about this situation – the Russian soldier who is

being charged with civil murder for being a soldier, specifically a

general situation where someone innocent who will likely alert the

authorities at your presence – and this situation does not have to

be soldier but someone escaping prison but for whatever reason

you can not trust people, for example you walk up to them and say

to them;

'I will likely have to kill you now - and I do not want to - but you now

know something that means you can [hurt me, give away position

and direction to my team, ..] that I can not let be known, and now

have power to prevent [by killing you.]

Will you give your word that you will not talk to anyone about this

for 4 hours? – just disappear, hide, so you will not have to lie - then

I can let you live.'

And that people could be trusted, and that even if they later

reported after 4 hours, that the reason that he stayed silent would

be respected because his Word was sacred, as it once was for

gentlemen – where captured prisoner [officers] were given freedom

and even if some situation where they actually ended-up under

some commander of higher rank – say he was in the process of

saving a ship-wreck survivors and ended up picked-up by own side,

and would demand to be returned to prisoner status – and the man

of higher rank would have to a agree because .. the man gave his

word and it would be an exception to the rule that such a underling

can call-out a higher officer to a duel t death for forcing him to break

his Word, to Offend him and the entire system.

Imagine such a world where even the slimy vile cnt women in

power over us would respect a Word given, where our Word and

the dignity & virtue required for such a world would disqualify all

those in top 3 levels of power throughout the world, .. Imagine such

a Reality – would we all not be a huge way back from this vile

#CntHell?!

Today such respect for person dignity is likely impossible to

communicate for many, but cause most of us Witches and vile

Female-Evil horrors who have twisted us from crib, who Hate

manhood, and virtue and standards and such .. and so such

situations as the soldier faced would end in the killing – of men

women children .. because Satan has destroyed our societies and
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sense of Value of Virtue, that all such Standards had to be removed

because otherwise the majority or many women would face the

needed censures and punishment that decent men would not need

too, and so they were unable to compete at some other standard –

not only Merit, and hard-work, but because they slimy lying vile

vicious back-stabbing howling inHuman delusional-psychos – or

became so as no way existed anymore in correcting them or setting

limits – so much like that person who could not longer be trusted to

give & keep their word – many are often faced with the reasonable

choice of just assuming the women around them – at least one – is

such a howling horror and better they all Gone then the risk ..

.. and if you can not understand this – well you are another

fatherless howling-amoral F-ing retard, and a good example of the

kind of cnt that absolutely should not only have no power over

anyone else, but a Warning should be constantly given that your

are Demonically Oppressed and Witch controlled, a danger to

everything Ordered, Just, True or that and those trying to be.

—

And not I will get to the video I wanted to highlight – this was a clip

on their Sunday live stream about the trail of a Russian prisoner of

war, and if I could ask Barnes – who is absolutely correct here – but

ask him what was his position on the Islamic State people captured,

or even those similar situations throughout the West who were

clearly attacking our service people and structures in actions

related to any of the huge numbers of wars and undeclared wars –

such as those Sanctions (an act of war, and F-you if you disagree –

the parents of any one of those 500,000 Iraqis and any military

connected to Iraqi at the time had the right as soldiers to act as if

we had declared war openly, and expect to be treated as a prisoner

of war after they Assassinated or attacked this #GreatSatan Empire

anywhere throughout the world.)

I would be interested in knowing Barnes position on that, and I

argue that this 'terrorism' charge as if it was not war, and they

should often or nearly always treated as actual war prisoners but

were not – that this is another example – like using torture – that

anyone and All the everyone in the military and around the world

should have long decried, that the Female-Evil Vagina-god Satan

following slimy horrors have long ago put the worst evil-impulses of

female nature as the standard because they long ago gave up

Virtue and Goodness or even the pretense of trying for it – that the

best thing this entire world could experience arguably is the mass

Goneness (death perhaps) of everyone connected to the top 3

levels of power in every Gov and Western Institution – and related

around the world – that all the elite women over menopause age

gone and a good chunk of the men in any power.

Anyway – while you review this short clip, consider what a slipper

slope this 'terrorist' category is, that now – as mentioned in video in

last post – that even parent who go to school board meetings are

now on Federal #GreatSatan Empire-wide lists as likely domesticity

terrorists, and if this Russian soldier is not an example – a last



straw – to suggest that Russia send the Nukes and target – as best

possible – every ruling Witch family and a good chunk of the elites,

and put the society in no better state of existence they those

Satanic howling horrors in power are planning and clearly pushing

for us all – the Genocide Evil Poison-injection, starvation, .. mass

deaths they have planned – after 2-3+ Billions of babies tortured to

death legally – with the advantage that instead of there systematic

targeted murder and killing of the Classes they want dead – the

deaths Start at them, and the unrest allowing regular people to hunt

down the local and wider Tyrants and all the supporters and all the

older women in their families – the Reverse of the Culling they have

been doing to our virtuous goodness seeking sons, brothers,

fathers, uncles, and the families they had and would have had -

since before enslaving us all in the Civil War

Most of us are being Pushed into Hell – I am suggesting that

Russia makes it so that when we get There that the evil Satanic

Witches and Minions are already Burning and Screaming, and that

our children and the innocent that would have been dragged there

by those howling horrors in power – that those innocent are Not.

And if you disagree it is because your never had a chance to be

virtuous or to understand what Love is, and you require Mercy, your

a slimy vile grasping cnt horror like your mother and the Witches

shaped you to be. Sad.

Repent., ..

-

“[Clip – Russian Soldier] Ep. 113: .. Viva & Barnes LIVE – 15

May 2022”

by/under Steven.Work

https://www.bitchute.com/video/zjU9uAhGgzr3

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/bpe00eyubuajxk0/%5BClip%20%E2

%80%93%20Russian%20Soldier%5D%20Ep.%20113%20..%20Viva%20%26

%20Barnes%20LIVE%20%E2%80%93%2015%20May%202022.mp4
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—

.. Clip taken from full video ..

-

“Ep. 113: WHO Treaty; Israel-Palestine; Dominion; Mules AND

MORE! Viva & Barnes LIVE!”

by Viva Frei

https://youtu.be/Q2VadqIbDis

https://www.bitchute.com/video/Q2VadqIbDis

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/mc0f83kzqz64jty

/Ep.%20113%20WHO%20Treaty-%20Israel-

Palestine-%20Dominion-%20Mules%20AND%20MORE-%20Viva%20-%20Barnes%20LIVE-.mp4

—

—

Instead of fixing the problem for everyone – the evil-Zionist Western

Society destroying Monsters in Power decide to instead give

special privileges to some.

The psycho-murdering and can-killing man who was a 'white

supremacist' and that his murdering spree was because of that

hand nothing to do with being locked-up over covid rules and little

to do they collecting often opposing views and becoming

dangerously psycho .. my question is if any of those shot dead by

him was protected by wearing an anti-liberty Fraud-demic mask?

..find that offensive? Well, F-you.

Some other good stuff.

-

“Biden Visits Buffalo. Still Has No Time For Waukesha. | Ep.

955”

by Matt Walsh

https://youtu.be/xWX8wBqOQyk

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/fx1qrh605f31bp2

/Biden%20Visits%20Buffalo.%20Still%20Has%20No%20Time%20For%20Waukesha.%20Ep.%20955.mp4
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—

—

Time | Subject

00:00 - Opening

01:45 - Biden Visits Buffalo. Still Has No Time For Waukesha.

13:17 - New Virus, MonkeyPox, Has Been Identified In The US

18:19 - Media Hating On Republicans Who Didn't Vote For 'Access To Baby

Formula' Act

21:48 - Congressional Hearing Proves Pro-Abortion Advocates Can't

Answer The Most Basic Questions

29:42 - Libs Double Down On "Birthing People" Language

32:58 - MSNBC Claims Conservatives Are Hijacking Homeschooling Out Of

Racism

27:24 - Matt Critiques Famous Art

39:28 - The Comments Section

46:11 - Jo Leuhmann Is Cancelled

—

The Urinal issue is brought-up in the comment section!

I have a long comment over the last time he brought this problem

he has. Or at least the last time I heard it.

Here is my post related to it – in case you at all interested in

rambling urinal comments – and who isnot?, 'Index Number

1236:', October 21st, 2021, Thursday Late Morning, ..

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-number-1236

Archived: https://archive.ph/OqcnE

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/4nj1opw9tsocax5

/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201236%20%2C

%20October%2021st%2C%202021%2C%20Thursday%20Late%20Morning.pdf

Multiverse Journal Index Number 1236 , October 21st, 2021,

Thursday Late Morning
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Facebook Multiverse Journal Index Number 1236 , October 21st,

2021, Thursday Late Morning

1.54MB ∙ PDF File
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Thor Thundershanks (!), I mean .. Prof. E. Michael Jones is

interviewed about the leaked SCOTUS report, the inJustice

System, and more of the spreading evil destroying the West., ..

-

“The AFP Report – Dr. E. Michael Jones”

by E Michael Jones

https://www.bitchute.com/video/J2Bchw9yf6O8

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/pjgx8pg2lxm71wb

/The%20AFP%20Report%20%E2%80%93

%20Dr.%20E.%20Michael%20Jones%20-%20J2Bchw9yf6O8.mp4
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A follow-up of that article I linked and commented on in last post –

see PostScript for URL.
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“Leading Cancer Researcher's Career Ends Because of a

Consensual Relationship (THE SAAD TRUTH_1405)”

by Gad Saad

https://youtu.be/kdAKCtwPJ_0

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/3uff49dndhtklcf

/Leading%20Cancer%20Researcher-

s%20Career%20Ends%20Because%20of%20a%20Consensual%20Relationship%20-

THE%20SAAD%20TRUTH-1405-.mp4
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The horror of Media-Gov-CorpDragn evil-Zionist Witch minions, and

their unTruth, disOrdering, inJustice, .. (See Tucker's first section in

video above in post to see how Fascism will be in the Female-Evil

Lie of 'for caring', WHO medical based excuses. Marxist-looking

World-Gov where our local police will use [threat of or real] Guns,

Jail and Death to enforce.)
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“"The Typhoid Mary of Disinformation": Nicolle Wallace.

Nobody Spreads it More Relentlessly.”

by Glenn Greenwald, 19 May 2022
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'the Typhoid Mary Of Disinformation' Nicolle Wallace

2.45MB ∙ PDF File

Read now

Read now
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.. Article -

'From her days as Bush/Cheney propagandist, to her stint on The

View, to her role as beloved-by-Democrats MSNBC host, Wallace

has perfected the art of sociopathic lying. Watch our original video.'

—

Referenced video in article, ..

“The Typhoid Mary of Disinformation: Nicolle Wallace”

by Glenn Greenwald

https://youtu.be/fUm9KsLc05Y

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/cqje27b4llsoup0

/The%20Typhoid%20Mary%20of%20Disinformation%20Nicolle%20Wallace.mp4
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I missed a number of these! Conspiracy Theory Analysis .. good

stuff.

Always interesting – here was last weeks.
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“Pushing Back Against the Empire of Lies (with J. Michael

Springmann)”

by FFWN, May 14, 2022

https://rumble.com/v14qje1-pushing-back-against-the-empire-of-lies-with-j.-

michael-springmann.html

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/ye28srz34mu528l

/Pushing%20Back%20Against%20the%20Empire%20of%20Lies

%20%28with%20J.%20Michael%20Springmann%29%20-%20PYafe.caa.mp4
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Referenced URLs and article, ..

“FFWN: Pushing Back Against the Empire of Lies (with J.

Michael Springmann)”

by Kevin Barrett, May 13, 2022

https://kevinbarrett.heresycentral.is/2022/05/pushing-back

Archived: https://archive.ph/XZs70
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/Pushing%20Back%20Against%20the%20Empire%20of%20Lies
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%93%20Kevin%20Barrett.pdf

Pushing Back Against The Empire Of Lies (with J

1.17MB ∙ PDF File

Read now

Read now
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May God have Mercy on us all.
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PS. Yesterday Morning's Post – for continuity, ..

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts/10228638527972424

Archived: [Facebook Blocked]

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/tqkkm84iy62geay

/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201531

%20%2C%20May%2019th%2C%202022%2C%20Thursday%20Morning.pdf

-

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-number-1531

Archived: https://archive.ph/4IFRD

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/8j685bmv3n9w1hk

/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201531%20%2C

%20May%2019th%2C%202022%2C%20Thursday%20Morning.pdf

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1374027467764797441

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/108328796850019843

Archived: https://archive.ph/XPubF

May 19th, 2022, Index Number 1531:

—

Most recent zipped Full Facebook Account (till 30April2022); posts,

comments, images, and more ..

https://www.dropbox.com/s/1xgz3ke2rhkyb73

/facebook-%20for%20public%20-

StevenWork%20April%2030%202022%20to%20begining.zip

—

Most videos and Images from Index Number 1495 to .., ..

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4

/AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-W5a

—

Links to this Post and others related:

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-number-1532

Archived: {to be added}

DropBox: {to be added}
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https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts/10228644123592311

Archived: [Facebook Blocked]

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/urbk2aytrp9143w

/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201532

%20%2C%20May%2020th%2C%202022

%2C%20Index%20Number%201532%20.pdf

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1374399454571925519
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